Spring Events on Campus

UCI Transportation staff continues to work with the Bren Events Center and Student Center coordinators to schedule alternative gathering areas for outdoor events when possible. As the spring semester continues, we encourage you to check the UCI Transportation calendar, which provides current event traffic and parking details. Please contact UCI Transportation or visit the UCI Transportation website for the most up-to-date information. We encourage you to utilize the UCI Transportation app to view event traffic and parking recommendations. Download the app for your mobile device today. To view a list of events that may affect traffic and parking, visit the UCI Transportation website. We encourage you to plan for extra travel time to access campus destinations. We appreciate your patience and understanding as we work to accommodate the increased traffic.

New Traffic Signals

On Monday, March 25, construction will begin for two traffic signals on a "safety-first" mindset and continues to conduct comprehensive evaluations of pedestrian safety to determine improvements to the campus' transportation system. Thank you for your patience as we work to improve the campus transportation system.

Passport Services at UCI

Before you know it, you will be ready for your adventures around the globe! For information on required documents, photo services necessary to complete the application process, and time to complete your application, please visit the UCI Passport website.
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Green Your Commute

Sustainable-minded commuters reduce traffic and parking by choosing a green commute instead of driving alone in a vehicle. UCI has established itself as a leader in sustainable transportation thanks to the faculty, staff, and students who choose a green commute instead of driving alone in a vehicle. UCI Transportation continues to support our undergraduate students with the ROADS (Reward Opportunity Advancing Development Sustainability) scholarship program. Twelve $1,000 Scholarships Available
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Mobile Calendar Subscriptions

Pump2Plug Updates

Long-Term Storage for your Department

Pediastrian Safety Enhancements
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Keep UCI Moving